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Reviewed by John Shand* 

_______________________________________________________________ 

[This review appeared in the magazine Jazz ‘n’ Blues, Vol 2, No 1, 1995] 

im McLeod’s book, which shares its name with his ever-popular ABC Classic FM 
radio show, is a collection of 17 interviews with jazz luminaries, half of them 
Australian. All are presented in transcription format, preceded by a half-page 

introduction. 
 
The transcription format works best, of course, when one is dealing with concise and 
perspicacious interviewees. It is not unfair to suggest that a minority of musicians 
fulfil these requirements; they express themselves via their instruments, after all. 
Some, however, are gifted communicators, period. Artie Shaw shines out with his 
almost daunting sagacity. Clearly a man who doesn’t suffer fools gladly, he is initially 
guarded towards McLeod, before turning into an interviewer’s dream. 
 

 
 
Artie Shaw:  he shines out with his almost daunting sagacity… 
 

______________________________________________________ 

*John Shand is a playwright, librettist, author, journalist, drummer and critic. He has 
written about music (and occasionally theatre) for The Sydney Morning Herald for over 24 
years. His books include Don’t Shoot The Best Boy!: The Film Crew At 
Work (Currency), Jazz: The Australian Accent (UNSW Press) and The Phantom Of The 
Soap Opera (Wizard). His website is www.johnshand.com.au. 
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This is not to say that the other interviews meander. McLeod draws out something of 
the soul of these people, which makes each fascinating its own way: Paul Grabowsky  
 
 

 
 
Paul Grabowsky: clarity of purpose… 
 
for his clarity of purpose; Betty Carter for her strength; Delfeayo Marsalis for his zeal. 
 

 
 
Betty Carter: fascinating for her strength… 
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Delfeayo Marsalis is noted for his zeal. Here he is (on the right) pictured with his 
father Ellis Marsalis… PHOTO COURTESY FACEBOOK 
 
I was initially irritated by McLeod’s habit of asking much the same questions of all 
his subjects. But as the book wore on I saw that this provided its own set of insights. 
 
Definitely worth a read. 
 
_________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 


